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Baldwin filter cross reference guide

Home » Technical Center » Filter Cross Reference Guide With thousands of filters, find the correct filter you need using the filter cross-reference guides. Note: Cross oil filter references are for general reference only. Check for correct application and specifications/measurements. Any use of these filter cross-references is made at the risk of installers.
OEM/Cross Reference Home Search Your complete satisfaction with our products and services are our main goal! Application Associates &amp; BaldwinFiltersRUs is an independent supplier of genuine baldwin filters and is not affiliated with most of the manufacturers mentioned on this site. The original names of the equipment manufacturer (OEM) are the
trademarks of each manufacturer. In parts, filters, and lubricating products marked as equivalent or replacement, oem part names and numbers are for reference only. Industrial &amp; Commercial Website Developed by SmartSites american express apple pay diners club discover elo jcb master paypal shopify pay venmo aims UPDATED QUICK
REFERENCE GUIDE FOR CROSS-REFERENCES, PRODUCT GUIDE, APPS &amp; MORE. CATALOG INFORMATION For the best experience, use cross-reference searches and apps instead of the search bar at the top of the page or the Products tab because they are undergoing additional refinement. NEW — Filter finder in the navigation bar We've
added a Filter Finder tab to the top navigation bar to take you directly to the Cross-Reference Guide + Product. From here, you can switch back and forth to the search section of apps. CROSS-REFERENCE + PRODUCT GUIDE The Cross-Reference + Product Guide tool located directly under the image on the home page is the best way to find the
appropriate cross-reference. UPDATED — Exact game pattern Once you've opened the Cross-Reference + Product Guide, enter the competitive numbers you're trying to cross. This search has been changed to default for Exact matching. If you have a partial number or missing information, you can click Contains or use an asterisk (*) as a wildcard. NEW —
Sorted return columns Once your search is returned, you can use the columns at the top of the return to sort the results. This option works on all columns. When the search is complete, you can select the Baldwin number highlighted in blue in Cross To Baldwin to see the product specification. Because this section also acts as a product guide, the same
methods can be used to search for an existing Baldwin number. When you select App Search, a pop-up menu with multiple options appears. Select App Type to sign in to the Automotive, Off-Highway, or Trucks &amp; Buses apps. Then select the Year, Manufacturer, and Engine, as applicable, and click Search. UPDATED — Full return of information
Application Search now has clear options in each field. When you click the X on the far right of a line, it will clear everything in and below that level, keeping information above that UPDATED — Clear options Application search now has clear options in each field. When you click the X to the far right of a line, it will clear everything in and below that level,
keeping information above that level. SIZE CHARTS The Size Search option is not available on the site. To access an Excel file containing the Size Chart information, go to Support (in the navigation bar), select Literature and Reference Materials, and then Catalogs under the drop down resource type menu located on the left side of the page, and then scroll
through the results to find Baldwin Filter Size Charts. Clicking on the title will start the download process. LITERATURE AND TRAINING VIDEOS Baldwin Literature can be accessed by selecting Support in the navigation bar. Most of the literature, including brochures, product choices and reference guides, can be found in Literature and Reference Materials.
To find safety data sheets and certifications, select Compliance, Certifications, and Security. Videos can be found in the Training section or on the Baldwin Filters YouTube channel in . PROMOTIONAL AND POINT OF SALE ITEMS Access the Promotional Goods program in . The brand builder application site in is currently undergoing a major review, but
the information and request form is available by accessing the Form 802 Brand Builder Brochure under Support &gt; Literature and Reference Materials &gt; Handouts &amp; Data Sheets. SITE EVOLUTION The Where to Buy feature is being refined. A large part focuses on continuing to add Baldwin distributors that appeared in the Locator Distributor's
previous research. We are working as quickly as possible to repopulate the resource. If you are aware of missing or incorrect information, please contact the Territory Manager with the appropriate information. CONNECTIVITY ISSUES We have had reports from customers who cannot access the site, especially the Cross-Reference and Applications
features. These problems are typically user system problems and not problems with the site. If you are having problems, please try the following. You may need to clear your cache, delete your browsing history, and restart your browser. You may need to add www.baldwinfilters.com as a trusted site. Original document
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